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HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIVE DISTURBANCE 
REJECTION CONTROL FOR VIBRATING BEAM GYROSCOPE 
 
 
DAVID AVANESIAN 
 
 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
Obtaining the approximation of rotation rate form a Z-Axis MEMS gyroscope is a 
challenging problem. Currently, most commercially available MEMS gyroscopes are 
operating in an open-loop for purposes of simplicity and cost reduction. However, 
MEMS gyroscopes are still fairly expensive and are not robust during operation.  
The purpose of this research was to develop a high-performance and low-cost 
MEMS gyroscope using analog Active Disturbance Rejection Control (ADRC) system. 
By designing and implementing analog ADRC both above requirements were satisfied. 
Analog ADRC provides the fastest response time possible (because the circuit is analog), 
eliminates both internal and external disturbances, and increases the bandwidth of the 
gyroscope beyond its natural frequency. On the other hand, the overall design is 
extremely economical, given that the system is built using pure active and passive analog 
components.  
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This work, besides achieving high-performance and providing low-cost solution, 
furnishes two novel designs concepts. First, Active Disturbance Rejection Controller can 
now be build using pure analog circuit, which has never been done before. Second, it is 
the first time that the advanced controller has been successfully implemented in hardware 
to control an inertial rate sensor like gyroscope. This work provides a novel solution to 
applications that require high-performance and low-cost inertial sensors.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1817 mathematician Johann Bohnenberger created world’s first mechanical 
gyroscope and called it “Machine”. The device was introduced to French mathematician 
Pierre-Simon Laplace, who suggested using the gyroscope as an educational tool.   
 
 
Figure 1: First Gyroscope 
In 1852 French mathematician Leon Foucault used the “Machine” for an experiment 
involving rotation rate of Earth. Even though the experiment was unsuccessful, the name 
“gyroscope” came out of it (“gyros” for rotation and “skopeein” for see).  
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 The gyroscope became extremely useful when it was combined with an electric 
motor to make a prototype of first gyrocompasses. First functional gyrocompass was 
created by a German inventor Hermann Anschultz-Kaemmpfe from 1905 to 1908. In the 
time when naval industry was the measure of power, many countries realized the 
importance and contribution of gyroscopes to naval and aircraft stabilization and control. 
In 1910, American inventor Elmer Sperry created his own gyroscope design, which 
became the first product for the Sperry Gyroscope Company. The design was so popular 
that it became a major factor in naval and aircraft research and development. 
 With major development in micro-systems and microelectronics in the past 40 to 
50 years, the traditional mechanical gyroscopes are being rapidly replaced with Micro-
Electromechanical Gyroscopes (MEMS Gyroscopes). Systron Donner Inertial (SDI) was 
the first company to produce fully functional MEMS Gyroscopes and is one of the largest 
manufacturers up to date. Although, the MEMS Gyroscopes have many advantages over 
their predecessors, they have their own issues. This work addresses and solves some of 
the problems that MEMS industry is facing.    
 
1.1 Background 
Since the development of a first MEMS device, MEMS industry has seen a huge 
progress. With MEMS devices becoming more versatile, higher performance and batch 
fabricated, the amount of applications increased exponentially. The MEMS pressure 
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sensor has the highest sales volume in the past 15 years, with MEMS accelerometer being 
the second largest. Some of the reasons for such popularity for these devices are 
innovations in micro-fabrication and low cost due to batch fabrication. 
 The rapid progress in silicon-based micro-machining started in early 60’s, when 
Integrated Circuits (IC) technology process was created. With strong effort being 
centered on silicon etching and chemical deposition research, first commercially 
available micro-fabricated pressure sensor was created by 1980’s. Improvement in those 
processes and better understanding of electrical and mechanical properties of materials, 
led to integration of micro-machining (mechanical structure) and IC technology 
(electrical circuit). In the beginning of 1990’s, complex Micro-Electromechanical 
Systems (MEMS) were fully developed that included sensors, actuators and supporting 
electronics on the same silicon wafer.  
Although the MEMS devices offer many advantages and are increasingly used in 
different applications, they had and still have performance issues. In early 80’s those 
issues were understood to be due to imperfections during fabrication. Mechanical and 
thermal noise issues led to research in material science to improve thermal stability. 
Unknown system parameters, asymmetric damping and spring coupling and small 
operation bandwidth led to search in improvement in fabrication process steps. In the past 
15 to 20 years, most of the research was focused on improving MEMS fabrication to 
achieve higher performance systems. The aftermath of this research was creation of two 
main types of micro-machining (surface and bulk micro-machining), generation of 
fabrication process steps foundries (PolyMUMPS, SUMMIT V), numerous actuation and 
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sensing mechanisms (Electro-Static, Piezoelectric, Comb Drive) and different design 
styles for different devices.  
However, improvement in performance increased the cost of micro-fabrication of 
MEMS devices. Tight tolerances, expensive equipment and facilities are main factors for 
cost per device still being relatively high. Companies that were involved in producing 
accelerometers and pressure sensors realized that increase in a market share could only 
occur if they can offer not only high performance, but low-cost MEMS devices as well. 
They were able to achieve market’s price target by investing in new generations of 
MEMS sensors that broke the price barrier. Unlike MEMS accelerometers and pressure 
sensors, MEMS gyroscope industry is still struggling with high cost issue. There are only 
a few high performance MEMS gyroscopes on the market, but they are still relatively 
costly for many applications. At this point, only military and high end automotive 
applications can afford MEMS gyroscopes, since the cost for these applications is not a 
prime concern. 
Most of the problems that are listed above understood to be due to imperfections 
in micro-fabrication or in design styles that are currently used. So far, most of the 
researchers focus on improving micro-fabrication to obtain higher performance sensors 
and try to drive cost down. However, this perception is changing towards employing 
closed loop control system. In [1] Adaptive add-on controller is used to control 
conventional mode of operation of MEMS gyroscope. The controller is an addition to 
force-balancing scheme for parameter estimation. The algorithm approximates the 
angular rate and compensates the quadrature error. The main point of using adaptive 
controller is to obtain angular rate without quadrature error contamination. Adaptive 
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controller gives positive simulation results, but it is model dependant and no hardware 
implementation has yet been done. Controllers such as Kalman filter in [2] and other 
force-balancing controllers in [3] and [4] increased the operational bandwidth of the 
system, but those two methods are still model dependant and performance will degrade 
with parameter variations. In [5], feedback control is used to control piezoelectric 
resonator that is used in MEMS gyroscopes. The closed loop control system replaces the 
traditional mechanical balancing operation. Controller adjusts the resonant frequency and 
increases the bandwidth of operation. However, the method does not include constant 
amplitude of oscillations and is not involved in rotation rate measurement. In [6], dual 
stage control architecture is used to correct the manufacturing imperfections. The 
controller includes calibration and feedback capabilities. Calibration portion of a 
controller tries to eliminate large imperfection, while feedback portion is dealing with 
remaining small non-linearity. However, ideal gyroscope model is used without taking 
non-linearity’s and couplings into account and no hardware results are presented. Another 
example of using an adaptive controller is presented in [7]. The adaptive controller is a 
discrete observer-based adaptive controller that approximates rotation rate and tries to 
deal with mechanical imperfections. Like in many other applications of adaptive 
controllers on MEMS gyroscope, precise mathematical model is required for the 
controller to work. Also, the mathematics behind the development of a controller is quite 
complex, and using digital computers is certainly an option, but the implementation will 
be computationally intensive, which will most definitely increase the overall cost of the 
device. An interesting idea was proposed in [8], where gyroscope is designed using two 
vibrating masses instead of one. The authors claim that such design will increase the 
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operating bandwidth of the gyroscope without using advanced control electronics. Also, 
tight tolerance requirements might not be needed anymore due to advantages listed 
above. However, constructing two masses instead of one could potentially give two times 
more uncertainties and cost might either stay the same or increase. Although advanced 
controller might not be required, some other simpler controller strategy will have to be 
implemented, since the oscillation amplitude for a second mass must remain constant for 
the system to work. Also, no experimental results have backed up the proposed theory. 
The control approach in [9] shows both non-adaptive and adaptive strategies using active 
non-linear feedback. The work is basically a summary of principles of operation of a 
gyroscope and general formulation of control problems with it. However, the 
methodology heavily depends on modeling of the system and no experimental results are 
given.  
The above given references show that the MEMS gyroscope industry is shifting 
towards employing closed-loop control strategies in order to improve the performance of 
the system. Although there are many publications that use many different closed-loop 
control methods, they are either model dependant, hard to implement due to computation 
intensity or expensive. It is clear that by improving micro-fabrication only, it is 
impossible to design high performance and low cost systems at the same time. By adding 
closed loop controller to the system we can allow imperfections to occur during micro-
fabrication. In addition, any unknown disturbances (external and/or internal) can be 
reduced or eliminated by using a closed loop controller. With control system the micro-
fabrication process does not have to have such tight tolerances during fabrication process 
and that will allow more flexibility in design process and will result in a cost reduction.   
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Currently, supporting electronics that is packaged together with a mechanical 
structure is generally used for signal conditioning and user interface. Therefore, MEMS 
gyroscopes that are currently used in 90% of industry are generally operating in either 
open loop, pre-shaped open-loop driving or employ very simple control structures like 
PLL and AGC. Main reason for choosing those types of operation versus closed loop is 
simplicity on a design and operation levels.  
This thesis tries to accommodate deficiencies of above referenced work and 
industry needs to design higher performance/low-cost MEMS gyroscope sensor. By 
doing so, we came up with a completely novel control concept that solves all of the 
problems of other controllers, increases performance of a given gyroscope and decreases 
the cost of the overall system. We use Active Disturbance Rejection Control (ADRC) 
[12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22] methodology to control the device as well 
as approximate rotation rate. The main difference between ADRC and other advanced 
controllers is that it does not require precise mathematical model of a plant to be able to 
successfully control it. Instead of using precise mathematical model, ADRC contains 
Extended State Observer (ESO), which precisely tracks internal and external disturbances 
of the plant and cancels them in a real time. The only plant information that ADRC 
requires is the relative order of the plant and its bandwidth. Using this information ESO 
approximates state of the plant and generalized disturbance of the system. Approximated 
disturbance is then canceled and system becomes a double integral plant that can be 
easily controlled with a PD controller. ADRC algorithm is inherently scalable and can be 
utilized to solve many different control problems. If this capability is realized in hardware 
implementation, many control problems can be rapidly addressed without tedious 
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redesign process. Versatility of ADRC has been demonstrated on problems such as 
motion control, jet engine control, power electronics, satellite attitude control, magnetic 
bearings, and human posture sway.  Each of these problems varies in complexity, 
requiring different variations of the base algorithm and different methods of 
implementation. 
The most common method of implementing ADRC is with general purpose 
sequential processors.  This includes the use of microcontrollers, digital signal processors 
(DSPs) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) with embedded microprocessors. 
Generally, digital implementation provides scalability and repeatability, but may also be 
expensive. Depending on the application, the response time of the digital controller may 
degrade the performance of the overall system.  
In our design we chose not to use digital implementation for controlling of 
MEMS gyroscope. We chose to design and build ADRC using pure analog 
implementation, which has never been done before. Analog implementation gives us 
several advantages over its digital counterpart. First, MEMS gyroscope sensor needs to 
have the fastest response time possible to ensure high performance and analog circuit is 
the fastest hardware implementation method, since it is instantaneous. Secondly, analog 
implementation of ADRC is very economical comparing to a digital implementation of 
previously designed ADRC topology for other applications. Third, the designed analog 
circuit is power efficient and small, which is very important in MEMS industry. The 
disadvantage of using analog circuit versus digital is that it is not easily scalable. For 
example, if the order of a plant increases the existing controller will not work without 
adding hardware to accommodate the increase in plant order. However, the purpose of 
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this work was to find an efficient, high performance and economical solution for 
improving MEMS gyroscope sensor. MEMS gyroscope industry is extremely broad and 
it is simply impossible to design a system that would suit all applications. And our design 
is not an exception. Analog ADRC for MEMS gyroscope design is particularly good for 
specific applications with specific problems, and it solves them very well. Such specific 
problems are high performance issues, cost per device, response time, bandwidth of 
operation and general disturbances. 
In the next subsections we will describe the general applications of MEMS 
gyroscopes, top level hierarchy of a controller and general outline of the thesis.     
1.2 Application in Industry 
There are three main applications where MEMS devices, particularly MEMS 
gyroscopes, are used. First and the fastest growing application is automotive. MEMS 
gyroscopes are used for anti rollover system, GPS navigation and electronic stability 
control.  
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Figure 2: Automotive Application 
Cost of a gyroscope still remains the biggest problem car manufacturer’s face 
today. Only high end cars can afford implementation of MEMS gyroscopes. 
Military is the second largest application of MEMS gyroscopes. It includes 
navigation, flight control, platform stabilization, missile guidance, and etcetera.  
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Figure 3: Military Application 
In military application the most important system parameter is its performance. 
Generally, MEMS gyroscopes used in military application are expensive. The high cost is 
driven by a need of high performance and tight tolerances. Such gyroscopes are 
application specific and would rarely be employed in other applications. 
Third main MEMS gyroscopes application is consumer electronics. Gyroscopes 
are used in camcorder stabilization, camera stabilization, cell phone stabilization, video 
games, digital light processing and many others.  
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Figure 4: Consumer Application 
The main challenge of employing gyroscopes for consumer electronics is cost of a 
sensor. Most of the devices that use MEMS gyroscopes are still expensive and consider 
being high end products. Driving cost of MEMS gyroscopes has become the most 
important task for MEMS manufacturers and researchers in the area. Achieving the 
market requirement for low-cost MEMS gyroscopes is essential. Once the market’s price 
target is met, the MEMS gyroscopes industry will see drastic increase in sales volume.  
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1.3 Problem Formulation 
Most MEMS Gyroscopes use vibrating mechanical element or proof mass to 
sense rotation. This approach eliminates rotating parts, which leads to small size device 
that can be easily batch fabricated using micro-machining techniques. MEMS gyroscope 
is understood as a proof mass that is attached to a fixed frame by means of springs and 
dampers.  
 
Figure 5: Model of a MEMS Gyroscope 
The horizontal axis (denoted x) is called Drive Axis and vertical axis (denoted y) 
is called Sense Axis. The axis that is perpendicular to both Drive and Sense axis (denoted 
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z) is called Z axis or rotation axis. Drive and Sense axis can be represented as second 
order coupled systems: 
drivezzxyzxxxx uymymykxmxkxdxm   2
2  (1) 
sensezxyxyzyyyy uxmxmxdxkymykydym   2
2  (2) 
Where x, y are displacement output of drive and sense axis. ydxd yyxx ,  are 
damping terms of drive and sense axis. yKxK yyxx ,  are spring forces along drive and 
sense axis. ydxd xyxy ,  are asymmetric damping coupling terms caused by fabrication 
imperfections. yKxK xyxy ,  are asymmetric spring coupling terms caused by fabrication 
imperfections. ymxm zz
22 ,   are centrifugal forces along X and Y axis. ymxm zz   2,2  
are Coriolis forces along drive and sense axis. Equations (1) and (2) represent full 
mathematical model for MEMS gyroscope. In our design we make the following 
assumptions: Rotation rate is constant, damping coupling terms are zero, and centrifugal 
forces are zero. The mathematical model for MEMS gyroscope becomes: 
drivexyx
x
x u
m
yyxx
Q
x
1
22   

  (3) 
sensexyy
y
y
u
m
xxyy
Q
y
1
22   

 (4) 
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yxy
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x
x  22 ,2,,,2 



 
Equations (3) and (4) are coupled second order representation of Drive and Sense 
axis. Quality factor (Q) of both axis is generally very large number, therefore the 
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damping coefficient (
Q2
1
 ) is very small. This feature of MEMS gyroscopes makes 
them lightly damped second order systems that have a very sharp resonant peak.  
All vibratory gyroscopes are based on transfer energy between two vibrating axis 
of a structure caused by Coriolis acceleration. Electrostatic actuators force the motion of 
the mass in one direction (drive). When the sensor is rotated around Z-Axis, the mass 
experiences the Coriolis force F: 
)()(2)( txtmtF z   (5) 
where m is a proof mass, z is angular velocity and x is the velocity of the proof 
mass. The equation (5) contains vector product, since proof mass velocity and angular 
velocity are both vectors. The drive, sense and z axis are all orthogonal to each other and, 
therefore, the Coriolis acceleration ( )()(2)( txtta z  ) acts along sense axis. During 
implementation, proof mass velocity is a sinusoid with a constant frequency. Generally, 
frequency of this sinusoid is a lot larger then the frequency of the angular velocity signal. 
As a result, Coriolis acceleration can be represented as a double-sideband modulated 
signal, where the proof mass velocity is a carrier and angular velocity is the information 
carrying signal. Therefore, in order to retrieve the rotation rate information, Coriolis 
acceleration must be sensed and demodulated.  
In our design we make three requirements for MEMS gyroscope to operate 
properly. First, the rigid frame must be rotating at a constant rate  . Second, drive axis 
must be driven to resonance, in order to obtain the maximum amplitude. Third, we use 
force-to-rebalance control on sense axis, where the output is monitored in real time and 
forced to zero. With output of sense axis being zero, control signal of sense axis becomes 
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the rotation rate information carrying signal. As mentioned above, we will use 
demodulation techniques to obtain rotation rate. 
In the following subsections we will describe each requirement on details.  
1.3.1 Drive Axis Control 
 As mentioned above, drive axis of a MEMS gyroscope is a represented as a 
second order lightly damped system. Its large quality factor creates very sharp resonant 
characteristics with natural resonant frequency being in the range of 10-30 kHz. With 
MEMS gyroscope size being on a micrometer scale, all of the input and output signals are 
very small in magnitude. Most of the time it is pretty much impossible to distinguish the 
information carrying voltage signal from low voltage noise signals that are always 
present in a system. In order to separate drive axis output signal from noise, drive axis 
must be driven to resonance, where it has the highest amplitude. Given that drive axis has 
very large quality factor, it will have a very narrow and sharp resonant peak. The edge of 
the peak is generally 30 to 50 dB higher then the base amplitude of the signal. Basically, 
resonant peak acts as a natural amplifier and assuming the base amplitude is in micro-
volts, if the drive axis operates at resonance the sensed voltage amplitude is generally in 
hundreds of milli-volts. Drive axis signal is a very important signal for approximating 
rotation rate. Equation (5) represents Coriolis force that contains rotation rate and 
velocity of the drive axis signals. If we do not operate drive axis at resonance we will not 
be able to obtain large enough Coriolis force and, therefore, will not be able to 
approximate rotation rate.    
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Most MEMS gyroscopes in industry use electrostatic actuators to force drive axis 
into resonant oscillations. However this method is an open-loop technique and has 
several issues. The oscillations of drive axis have uncontrolled amplitude and frequency 
(mainly due to temperature variations), which create large performance drifts. 
Uncontrolled amplitude creates drifts in Coriolis force, which in turn accumulates in a 
rotation rate approximation error. Since the resonant peak of drive axis is extremely 
narrow (generally a few Hertz) it is vital to have oscillations precisely at the natural 
frequency of the system. With temperature variations and other external disturbances 
keeping drive axis at resonance is a tough task if uncontrolled method is used, which 
results in heavy degrade in performance up to device loosing its sensitivity completely. 
We use ADRC methodology to achieve the following goals: Obtain stable 
oscillations with constant frequency and amplitude and increase the bandwidth of the 
resonant peak of the drive axis. Constant amplitude will ensure zero drift in the 
approximated rotation rate. Constant frequency of oscillations will ensure stability during 
operation. Large system bandwidth will allow imperfections during micro-fabrication 
process, which will decrease the cost of the overall system.    
1.3.2 Sense Axis Control 
Model of a sense axis is generally the same as drive axis. It is represented using 
second order lightly damped resonant system. Most of the research has been focused on 
fabrication of sense axis that is perfectly aligned with drive axis (zero coupling terms). If 
we assume perfectly decoupled system, then we can force sense axis to resonant 
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oscillations, approximate Coriolis force (it acts along sense axis as it was mentioned 
above) and use simple demodulation technique to retrieve rotation rate. Nevertheless, 
mechanical imperfections always occur and they will create couplings between drive and 
sense axis. One way to eliminate coupling term is to mathematically model it as precisely 
as possible and then use control methodology to minimize its effect on the system’s 
response. Although this method is one of the most popular ones among many researchers, 
we will use Force-to-Rebalance control method. 
The idea behind Force-to-Rebalance method is to use a control algorithm (such as 
ADRC) to force the output of the system (sense axis) to zero. Nulling output of sense axis 
using ADRC methodology gives us several advantages. First, it eliminates the need to 
fabricate perfectly aligned dual axis system, which will greatly reduce the cost of the 
device. Secondly, instead of modeling dual axis couplings, we use its property to 
approximate the rotation rate. 
Equation (4) represents second order sense axis system. Let’s assume that force-
to-rebalance method is successfully implemented and output of sense axis (y) is zero: 
 
0y  (6) 
which means that any order of derivative of y will also be zero: 
0 yy   (7) 
Therefore equation (4) becomes: 
sensexy uxx  2  (8) 
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Equation (8) contains a coupling term, Coriolis acceleration and control signal of 
sense axis. Assuming that drive axis output (x) is driven to resonance and oscillates with 
constant amplitude and frequency, control signal of sense axis is now rotation rate 
information carrying signal. By detecting control signal of sense axis and applying simple 
demodulation techniques and some other signal conditioning, we can extract the rotation 
rate information. 
Successful implementation of ADRC to null the output of sense axis is essential 
for rotation rate approximation. Next subsection uses implementation of ADRC on both 
drive and sense axis to approximate rotation rate. 
1.3.3 Rotation Rate Approximation 
Although the control system design for drive and sense axis is essential for the 
system to perform, the ultimate goal of this project is to obtain correct rotation rate. We 
will approximate rotation rate using equation (8) with assumption that drive axis is 
oscillating at resonance and sense axis output is nulled.  
Note that coupling term xxy  and Coriolis acceleration x2  are 
090  out of 
phase with each other. The goal here is to eliminate the coupling term and extract rotation 
rate ( ) from Coriolis acceleration term. We will apply synchronous demodulation to 
control signal of sense axis, which is simply multiplying control signal ( senseu  ) by drive 
axis output (x): 
)2( xxxux xysense    (9) 
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In actual implementation, output of drive axis (x) is a sinusoidal function with 
fixed amplitude and frequency. The first derivative of x is also a sinusoidal function with 
fixed frequency and amplitude: 
)sin(),cos( tAxtAx xxx     (10) 
Applying equation (9) we get: 
)(sin2)cos()sin( 2 tAttAxu xxxxysense    (11) 
2
)2cos(1
2)2sin(
2
1 t
AtAxu xxxxysense



  (12) 
xxxxxysense AtAtAxu   )2cos()2sin(
2
1
 (13) 
Equation (13) contains two parameters that have double frequency component and 
offset rotation rate  . The last step in rotation rate approximation is to apply a low-pass 
filter in order to filter out double frequency components, which will leave us with just 
rotation rate   and offset xA . After applying simple signal conditioning we obtain the 
rotation rate . 
 1.4 Thesis Organization 
In this thesis, in depth Active Disturbance Rejection Control design is proposed in 
Chapter 2. The design includes derivation of transfer function ADRC for analog 
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implementation. Extended State Observer algorithm is derived and necessary filter tuning 
is shown. Rotation Rate Approximation algorithm is derived and verified.  
Chapter 3 contains all of the simulation results. At first, in depth Matlab 
simulation of ADRC on VBG is shown. Then, circuit simulation of ADRC on VBG is 
shown using LTSpice. 
Chapter 4 contains all of the experimental results. Experimental set-up using high-
performance turn table, analog circuit implementation for driving mode, sensing mode 
and demodulation with signal conditioning.  
Finally, Chapter 6 offers concluding remarks about the impact and significance of 
this work and proposes possible future work. 
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CHAPTER II 
ADAVANCED CONTROLLER DESIGN 
This chapter will introduce the design of Active Disturbance Rejection Control. 
ADRC is a powerful control methodology that has had many successful applications 
already. The range of applications mentioned in Introduction is very broad, which means 
that the control methodology is very scalable and easily applicable to many different 
control problems. However, ADRC should not be understood as an equation or a formula. 
It must be understood as an idea that can be reformulated to fit a specific issue and be 
able to solve it. Depending on the application, equations that describe ADRC might very 
well be different, but the top-level idea always stays the same. Many applications up to 
date required digital implementation of ADRC. Different discretization techniques were 
used to describe particular ADRC equations in order to be able to use microcontrollers, 
digital signal processors (DSPs) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) with 
embedded microprocessors. Digital implementation of ADRC has been very successful 
due to its scalability, repeatability and easy reconfiguration. But it also has some potential 
disadvantages, such as development time and cost. Development of ADRC using FPGA 
is a very rewarding process, but complex, time consuming and expensive. Using 
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sequential processors is cheaper, but complexity and time are generally the same as with 
using FPGAs. With an application like MEMS gyroscope, digital implementation could 
only work if the gyroscope is applied to a military system or high end automotive 
application because the cost and development time are not the issue. Since one of the 
goals of this work is to deliver a low cost MEMS gyroscope, digital implementation will 
not be suitable in this case.  
Instead of using digital implementation, we reformulated ADRC to be represented 
in a transfer function form. Transfer function can be understood as a filter, poles and 
zeros of which are the cutoff frequencies. ADRC in transfer function form is a 
combination of different types of filters, which can be implemented using analog 
circuitry. Analog implementation of ADRC is a lot cheaper then the digital 
implementation and requires less development time. It can be build using active and 
passive components such as operational amplifiers, resistors and capacitors. The 
components are readily available at very low cost, which in turn reduces the cost of the 
overall system. The development time is reduced because there are many different known 
filter topologies well documented. Therefore, the redesign of a certain topology to fit the 
specific application is not a time consuming process. ADRC in analog form delivers high 
performance, robust and low cost system that can be used many applications that require 
these particular specifications. It the first time that ADRC is reformulated in transfer 
function form and successfully implemented in hardware. Analog implementation 
provides a good alternative to digital implementation of ADRC. Having both analog and 
digital ways of implementing ADRC the range of control applications is increased 
substantially. 
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2.1 Analog ADRC 
Implementation of Active Disturbance Rejection Controller in analog form 
requires that the controller is represented in a transfer function form. Unlike state-space 
representation, transfer function from gives unique insights on frequency domain of the 
system. As mentioned above, control system can be understood as a certain combination 
of different types of filters. The combination of filters working together will shape up the 
required transient response (derivative or high-pass/band-pass filters); eliminate the 
steady-state error (integrator or low-pass filter), reject the high frequency disturbances 
and noises and will increase the operational bandwidth of the system beyond its 
limitations. In order to be able to analyze and design these filters, frequency domain 
analysis is essential. Using transfer function representation is the most straightforward 
way to analyze a system in a frequency domain. Frequency response analysis provides 
important information on gain and phase margins, stability and operational bandwidth. 
In our case, the system consists of two identical second order systems (drive and 
sense axis). Therefore, we will only show the design of ADRC in transfer function form 
for drive axis with an assumption that the same procedure is used for sense axis. Consider 
the mathematical representation of drive axis (3): 
drivexyx
x
x u
m
yyxx
Q
x
1
22   

 (14) 
drivexyx
x
x buyyxx
Q
x   22 

 (15) 
Where 
m
b
1
 . Equation (15) can be represented in a different form: 
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drivebutwxxfx  ),,,(   (16) 
Where ),,,( twxxf   is a generalized disturbance function that represents all of the 
internal and external disturbances. From now on, for simplicity, we will denote this 
function just f . The idea behind this representation is that if generalized disturbance term 
is canceled, the overall system becomes a double integral plant that can be easily 
controlled using a simple PD controller. ADRC consists of two parts, Extended State 
Observer (ESO) and PD controller. ESO estimates generalized disturbance f  and 
cancels it in real time and PD controller controls the remaining double integral plant. The 
plant is then written with an extra state: 



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

3
32
21
 (17) 
Where .,, 321 fyxxxy    Based on equation (17) we construct an 
extended state observer: 
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Where .xz   The observer is reduced to the following state equations: 
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The characteristic equation of equations in (19) is 
32
2
1
3)()( LsLsLsLCAsIs  , which is equal to the desired error 
dynamics. The observer gains are set to 
3
03
2
0201 ,3,3   LLL  (20) 
By setting observer gains to equations (20) the system essentially has only one 
extended state observer tuning parameter 0 .  
As ESO correctly tuned and precisely estimates all of the states including 
generalized disturbance fz 3 , it is actively cancels the generalized disturbance f by 
applying the following control signal 
b
zu
u
)( 30   (21) 
If we combine equations (16) and (21) with an assumption that ESO is precisely 
tracking f , then the plant reduces to 
003 )( uuzfx   (22) 
Equation (22) is a representation of a unity gain double integral plant that can be 
easily controlled using a PD controller 
)()( 210 zrkzrku dp    (23) 
Up to this point the design of ADRC observer was rather general. We assumed 
that all three states ( 321 ,, yyy ) of the system have to be estimated by the observer in 
order for system to work. However, this is an assumption for a generalized second order 
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system, where it is assumed that the outputs of the system (position, velocity) are either 
unavailable or available but rather noisy. In our particular case, the output signal ( x ) is 
readily available and the signal is clean enough that the ESO does not necessarily have to 
estimate the output of the gyroscope. This particular feature of our system allows us to 
decrease the order of the observer, which in turn will mean decreased complexity of the 
design, less hardware required to build an ESO and decrease in cost of the overall system. 
As mentioned above, it is important to understand that ADRC is an idea that can be 
applied to a specific problem and does not necessarily follow the same set of equations. 
This particular case does not require full order ESO to be designed; instead it uses 
reduced order ESO in which only velocity and generalized disturbance signals are 
estimated.  
Based on (17) the reduced order ESO is constructed: 
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From (24) it is clear that the order of the ESO has been reduced. The 
corresponding state equations are 


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
 (25) 
Where 
2
0201 ,2   LL are observer tuning parameters that satisfy 
characteristic equation 21
2)()( LsLsLCAsIs  . The control signal of the 
reduced order ADRC is now 
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b
zu
u 20

  (26) 
By combining equations (16) and (26) the system becomes unity gain double 
integral plant, which can be easily, controlled using a PD controller 
)()( 10 zrkxrku dp    (27) 
Notice that the proportional term )( xrk p   does not contain the estimated output 
of the system, but uses the measured output fed directly back to the input. Combining 
equations (26) and (27) the control signal of the system is 
b
z
xr
b
k
xr
b
k
u d
p 2)()(    (28) 
Where cdcp kk  2,
2
  with c  being the only tuning parameter of the 
controller. Since the gyroscope operates at rather large resonant frequencies (10-30 kHz), 
the controller tuning parameter ( c ) comes out to be a very large value, which would be 
next to impossible to implement using analog circuit. However, the system’s parameter 
(b ) is also a large number and by using equation (28) the large controller gains are scaled 
down to values that can be implemented in analog hardware without reaching saturation 
limits. 
Although equation (28) can be easily simulated using Matlab, it is a lot harder to 
implement because of two issues. First, it is impossible to design pure differentiator 
)( xr    using analog circuit due to stability issues. Second, the estimate of the 
generalized disturbance ( 2z ) must be related to generalized disturbance ( f ) in order to 
be able to implement generalize disturbance estimation circuit. 
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Implementation of a differentiator is done by using derivative approximation 
scheme. Derivative approximate scheme applies differentiation only to a specific 
operating region or point, where differentiation is required. In this design, the output of 
the gyroscope x is differentiated only within a specific region in a frequency domain, at 
resonance. The end of the derivation region is specified by the tuning parameter of the 
observer 0 . Representation of the derivative term of equation (28) in Laplace domain is 
sxr
b
kd )(      (29) 
After application of derivative approximate scheme the derivative term becomes 
2
00
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
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s
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b
kd  (30) 
Although first order polynomial could have been used in the denominator of 
equation (30) (
0s
s
) it is always better to add a low-pass filtering action after 
differentiation in order to eliminate amplified high frequency noise that occurs during 
differentiation. Combining equation (28) and (30) the updated control signal is 
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The second issue is related to obtaining the relationship between generalized 
disturbance and estimate of generalized disturbance ( f ). To show how ( 2z ) converges to 
( f ) equations (16) and (25) are used. Equation (16) can be rewritten in the following 
form 
buxf    (32) 
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If fz 2 was exactly equal to f  then the equation (31) would look like this 
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Equation (33) implies that estimation of generalized disturbance in an ideal case 
( fz 2 ) is a unity gain. However in reality there is certain relationship between the two 
that can be determined by solving equation (25). First, equation (25) and rewritten in the 
following form 
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Combining two equations in (34) the following derivation is yield 
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222122 )( zLzLzbuxL    (36) 
Converting equation (36) to Laplace domain 
)()( 21
2
22 LsLszbusxL   (37) 
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Equation (38) represents the key relationship between generalized disturbance and 
its estimate. What it states is that estimation of generalized disturbance is simply filtering 
of the generalized disturbance f . This key concept holds true for any order of ( x )  
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Therefore, applying equation (39) to estimate f in (32) we obtain 
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Combining equations (33) and (40) the resulting control signal of the entire 
ADRC in transfer function form is obtained 
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Equation (41) represents ADRC in transfer function form that consists of 
combination of different types of filters. For better understanding what types of filters are 
used in this design, equation (43) can be rewritten in the following form 
)()()()( uLPFxHPFxrBPFxrPu   (42) 
Where  
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Filters in equation (43) are all implemented using pure active analog circuits 
(operational amplifiers, resistors, capacitors). The resonant frequency of the gyroscope is 
quite high, therefore it is important to spec out operational amplifiers to have high 
operational bandwidth and high slew rate in order to avoid signal lags and phase 
distortion. 
Although the design process seems to be complex, the resulting controller is quite 
simple. It only consists of an amplifier (proportional gain) and three second order filters, 
which are all easily realizable in an analog circuit. Yet, the simplicity combined with high 
performance are the key elements that separate analog ADRC from many other types of 
advanced controllers.  The power of analog ADRC is that the controller design becomes 
intuitive in nature, because the entire design is based on intelligent combination of 
different types of filters. Ones the designer understands the purpose of each filter, tedious 
mathematical derivation can be omitted and simple, low-cost and high performance 
controller can be implemented relatively quickly. 
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2.2 Analog ADRC Circuit Design 
The entire design of analog ADRC circuit is done using pure analog components 
such as operational amplifiers, resistors and capacitors. Equation (42) contains all of the 
control loop parameters including low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filters, amplifier for 
proportional gain, summation and subtraction junctions. It is important to note that each 
individual component in equation (42) must be designed separately to insure the 
correctness of operation. Once all of the components are designed and operation is 
verified, they can be integrated together to complete the overall control loop. 
The first component of equation (42) to be designed is a two-input subtraction 
junction 
 
Figure 6: Two-Input Subtraction Junction 
Subtraction circuit takes two inputs, Vin1 and Vin2 and outputs the difference 
between them 
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The ration of resistors for each voltage input determines the gain of each signal. 
Since this design does not require any particular amplification, all resistors are 
equal 4321 RRRR   and equation (44) becomes 
12 ininout VVV   (45) 
Another arithmetic circuit is an addition circuit that is shown in figure 7 
 
Figure 7: Addition Circuit 
Addition circuit takes two inputs, Vin1 and Vin2, and adds them together to 
represent Vout 
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By making all resistors equal the output is 
)( 21 ininout VVV   (47) 
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Although both input voltages are added, the output voltage is inverted. If the 
inversion is not desired, additional inverting buffer can be added to the output. In our 
design it is not required because the inverted output is an intermediate signal and is 
accounted for in the later stages of the design.  
Another part of the controller design is a proportional gain, which is simply an 
amplifier circuit 
  
Figure 8: Amplifier Circuit 
Amplifier circuit takes input voltage Vin1 and outputs the amplified voltage Vout 
1
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2
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V   (48) 
The ratio of resistors 1R and 2R determines the amount of amplification 
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Since inverting amplifier is used, the output voltage is inverted. One way to avoid 
it is to use non-inverting amplifier, in which case the proportional gain will become  
1
21
R
R
GainlroportionaP   (50) 
Yet, it is not required for this design, since the inverted amplified signal can be 
accommodated in later stages of the design. 
Up to this point, all of the shown circuits only dealt with amplitude of input and 
output signals. Next three circuits (LPF, HPF, and BPF) affect both the amplitude and 
frequency of inputs and outputs. The first circuit to be designed is a non-resonant second 
order low-pass filter (LPF). There are many different types of low-pass filter topologies 
and their complexities and tuning options depend on the application they are used for. In 
this application, one tuning parameter low-pass filter would be the best solution to 
achieve desired simplicity. The equal component value Sellen Key low-pass filter is a 
perfect fit for the requirements of the design 
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Figure 9: Sallen Key Low-Pass Filter 
The circuit in Figure 9 represents low-pass Butterworth response with resistors 
21 RR  and capacitors 21 CC   (equal component circuit). The cutoff frequency of the 
filter is 
2121
1
CCRR
cutoff   (51) 
Since the resistors and capacitors are equal in values the equation (51) can be 
further minimized 
11
1
CR
cutoff   (52) 
This means that the filter has only one tuning parameter and can be adjusted by 
changing the value of either resistor 1R or capacitor 1C . The addition of resistors 5R and 
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6R creates the resistive gain enhancement, which means that the filter has variable gain 
for fine tuning of a signal.  
The same approach was taken is designing a high-pass filter. The equal 
component value Sallen Key high-pass filter is chosen 
 
Figure 10: Sallen Key High-Pass Filter 
The filter in Figure 10 is a non-resonant high-pass Butterworth filter. It apparent 
that the only difference between Sallen Key low-pass filter and Sallen Key high-pass 
filter is the position of tuning resistors and capacitors. The cutoff frequency of the high-
pass filter is the same as the low-pass one 
 
11
1
CR
cutoff   (53) 
High-pass filter also has the resistive gain enhancement circuitry in order to fine 
tune the output. Both filters have similar structure with only one tuning parameter. This 
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choice for filter design provides simplicity, but yet very powerful high-performance 
system. 
Any filter designer will find that there are many types of band-pass filters circuits 
available to realize the second order band-pass response. From the large number of 
possibilities, most designers will chose the design that they are either very comfortable 
with or it’s the simplest for the particular application. For this design the choice has to go 
with the simplest and easy to tune one. We choose a very famous and useful Delyiannis-
Friend band-pass filter 
 
Figure 11: Delyiannis-Friend Band-Pass Filter 
Just like with the low-pass and high-pass filter, the Delyiannis-friend band-pass 
filter has one tuning parameter and the cutoff frequency is 
21
1
RRC
cutoff   (54) 
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Where 21 CCC  and resistors 1R and 2R determine the gain of the filter for fine 
tuning. During implementation, the capacitors can be physically connected together on 
the same shaft (change value at the same time) and one of the resistors can be used to 
tune quality factor (Q) or bandwidth of the filter (BW). 
All three filters have very simple design approach with each having one tuning 
parameter and ability to be fine tuned. During implementation, all of the tuning 
components can be physically connected on the same shaft, creating one physical tuning 
parameter (knob) for all three filters.  
The following chapter will show how the above circuits interact with one another 
to produce high-performance controller. The simulation results of analog ADRC by using 
Matlab/Simulink for block diagram representation and LTSpice for circuit simulation is 
shown next. 
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CHAPTER III 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
The simulation part of the sensor development is divided into two parts. First, the 
simulation of ADRC controller on VBG is done using Matlab/Simulink in order to verify 
the operation of the controller on both drive and sense axis. Second part is the verification 
of the controller operation using LTSpice circuit simulator. Although both simulations 
verify the correctness of controller operation, what they help to determine is quite 
different. Simulations using Matlab helps to correctly tune controllers (determine the 
values for tuning parameters) for both axis and verify the controller’s tracking precision. 
The results obtained using Matlab simulations are empirical and do not contain 
information on how to build hardware to produce such results. In order to translate 
empirical results into actual hardware, we use LTSpice circuit simulator. It takes tuning 
parameters values ( c ,0 ), which represent observer and controller frequencies, and use 
them to determine the actual values of circuit components (resistors, capacitors). Once 
the simulation results produced by Matlab are matched with simulation results produced 
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by LTSpice, the actual hardware can be build to produce experimental results, which will 
be compared to simulation ones. 
 
 
3.1 Analog ADRC Matlab Simulation 
The simulation of MEMS gyroscope is done using a Vibrating Beam Gyroscope 
model from University of Alabama. The mathematical representation of the model is 
given in equations (3) and (4) with key parameters being 
.sec/6000
,104,1089.4,105,/20.63365,/25.63428
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Using equation (41) the block diagram of ADRC for drive and sense axis is 
constructed. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the block diagram of drive and sense axis, 
respectively 
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Figure 12: Block Diagram of Drive Axis 
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Figure 13: Block Diagram of Sense Axis 
Both block diagrams demonstrate the coupling relationship between drive and 
sense axis by having an extra input to each plant, xxy and yxy respectively. In addition, 
Coriolis acceleration signals are added to both block diagrams to fully represent 
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gyroscope model from equations (3) and (4). The only difference between the block 
diagrams is the reference signal. The reference signal for drive axis is a sinusoidal 
function 
)sin( tAr xdrive    (55) 
The amplitude A is set to 100 in “Matlab units”, which during implementation 
would correspond to mV100 . The reason the amplitude A is relatively small is because 
the physical device has an input limitation of mV200 , therefore exciding this voltage 
might permanently damage the device. Since the control goal is to force and maintain 
drive axis at resonance, the reference signal frequency x is set to the resonant frequency 
of drive axis. 
Unlike the drive axis, the reference signal of sense axis is set to zero 
0senser  (56) 
The force-to-rebalance control methodology that is employed for sense axis forces 
and maintains the output signal at zero.  
In order for controller to perform at its highest capacity, it must be tuned well. 
ADRC has two main tuning parameters, observer and controller tuning parameters, 
0 and c , respectively. From Figure 12 and 13, both parameters are affecting the 
response of the filters, but each in its own unique way. Observer parameter 0 can be 
understood as a bandwidth of the observer or the cutoff frequency of observer filters. 
Theoretically, the higher the bandwidth of the observer, the higher performance can be 
obtained, however, it is not the case in reality. Any system has a point after which the 
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increase of the observer bandwidth does not improve the performance of the system, 
instead it gets worse. When observer bandwidth is set too high, more high frequency 
noise is allowed in the system, which degrades its performance. The conclusion from this 
observation is that any system has a range within which, the observer tuning parameter 
can be set to provide the best performance. Generally, the range is pretty wide and can 
very well include high frequency noise region. In that case, there is a trade off between 
high bandwidth (higher performance) and amount of high frequency noise allowed. The 
decision on how high the observer bandwidth should be set is solely depending on the 
application and designers choice. 
On the other hand, the controller bandwidth c determines the response time of 
the observer as well as the PD controller. Theoretically, the higher the value of c , the 
faster the response time of the overall system. However, just like in the case with 
observer bandwidth, controller bandwidth has its own limitations. From Figure 12 and 
13, the controller bandwidth determines the proportional gain value, and, therefore, has a 
finite range within which it can be set. If c is set too high, then the system’s response 
will contain overshoot and may even lead to oscillations and instability.  
There are many ways ADRC controller can be tuned and it is hard to choose one 
that is the best, since the applications are all very different. However the presence of 
boundaries for both tuning parameters makes it easier to define the range of operation and 
fine tune the controller to achieve the best performance. One definite rule in any system, 
and in this design in particular, is that both tuning parameters must be higher then the 
plants operating bandwidth. Taking into account above information, the following 
procedure demonstrates how the ADRC was tuned to control vibrating beam gyroscope. 
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Knowing that the resonant frequency of VBG is around 10 kHz, the controller tuning 
parameter was first set to the highest value before overshoot occurred. At the same time, 
the observer tuning parameter was randomly set to a value that is about ten times higher 
then the resonant frequency of the gyroscope. Running simulations with this set of 
parameters yielded poor tracking performance, which meant that the observer parameter 
was set too low. After increasing the observer parameter number of times, the 
performance of the controller improved, until the observer upper boundary was met 
( sradc /104
5 ). Any increase of c  beyond this value yielded no improvement in 
tracking. Important thing to note is that the controller tuning parameter should not be 
changed during observer tuning and vice versa. After the fine tuning of the observer 
parameter, the final values were set to be 
srad
sradc
/104
/102
5
0
5




 (57) 
The above tuning procedure is unique for this particular application and can be 
used as a general guideline for tuning ADRC controller. However, the values in equation 
(57) will not necessarily work for another application.  
The following simulation results are obtained using parameter values of equation 
(57). The first simulation result is the response of the drive axis to a sinusoidal input 
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Figure 14: Input and Output of Drive Axis 
From Figure (14), the output of the drive axis (bottom) is perfectly tracking the 
reference sinusoidal input. The transient of the output contains a small overshoot that is 
within the specified margins, and is very fast, approximately s60 . The amplitude and 
frequency are constant and stable during the operation.  
The control signal of the drive axis is 
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Figure 15: Control Signal of Drive Axis 
In the initial moment of operation, the system requires a large control signal to 
achieve the desired set point, which is evident from Figure 15. Once the set point is 
reached, the control effort is starting to exponentially decrease. Note how the transient 
time of the control signal matches the transient time of the output of drive axis. 
So far, the discussion was about the position output of the drive axis. However the 
ESO also has estimated velocity and acceleration signal. In order to show how he 
estimated velocity converges to the measured one, Figure 16 represents the difference 
between them ( 1zx  ) 
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Figure 16: The Estimated vs Measured Velocity Outputs 
During transient period there is a difference between estimated velocity and the 
measured one. However, in the steady state the difference is very small and can be 
considered to be zero for all practical purposes. The same holds true for the difference 
between estimated acceleration and measured one 
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Figure 17: Estimated vs Measured Acceleration Outputs 
The next of results describes the results obtain by running simulations with sense 
axis control. Figure 18 shows the response of the sense axis output to the applied zero 
reference signal 
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Figure 18: Input and Output of Sense Axis 
The Figure 18 shows small amplitude sinusoidal instead of expected zero output. 
However, the amplitude of the output is in the magnitude of micro-volts, which is well 
within the noise floor of an analog signal. Therefore, for all practical purposes the output 
of sense axis can be considered to be zero. 
Unlike control signal of drive axis, the control signal of sense axis contains the 
rotation rate information and is expected to be a sinusoidal in milli-volts range 
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Figure 19: Control Signal of Sense Axis 
Figure 19 shows how after a certain period of transient, the output reaches a 
steady state, which is represented by a constant amplitude and frequency sinusoidal. The 
steady state is reached within 200 micro seconds and contains the rotation rate 
information 
xxwu xydrive  2  (58) 
By demodulating this signal and applying signal conditioning, the rotation rate 
can be extracted and displayed. 
The velocity and acceleration outputs of sense axis are also estimated to ensure 
their convergence. The following figures show the difference between the estimated and 
the measured velocity and acceleration signals 
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Figure 20: Estimated vs Measure Velocity Output 
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Figure 21: Estimated vs Measured Acceleration Output 
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Figure 20 and 21 show the convergence of the difference between estimated 
velocity and acceleration and the measured signals. 
3.2 Analog ADRC Circuit Simulation 
The above simulation results demonstrate the controller operation and 
performance. However, these results are empirical and do not show how to develop 
hardware to obtain the same results during implementation. In order to achieve the same 
results in hardware, the controller of Figure 12 and 13 must be converted to actual circuit 
and simulated using LTSpice circuit simulator. The main building blocks of ADRC are 
the low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filters; therefore, the main focus is on designing 
filters that meet the specifications of equation (57). All three filters are designed using 
pure analog circuits and operation is verified in time and frequency domains. 
The first filter to be designed is an equal component Sallen Key non-resonant 
low-pass filter of Figure 9 
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Figure 22: Sallen Key Low-Pass Filter 
The mathematical representation of the low-pass filter is given in equation (43). 
Its cutoff frequency is given in equation (57) and by using equation (52) the values for 
resistors ( 21 , RR ) and capacitors ( 21 , CC ) can be calculated. The resistors value is taken 
to be  kRR 1021 and after calculating the capacitors value it come out to 
be pFCC 25021  . The rest of the resistors ( 6543 ,,, RRRR ) are given values so the 
overall gain of the filter is unity, that is  kRRkRR 39,0,39,0 6543 .  
To verify that the above values are chosen correctly and filter operates properly, 
its frequency response, obtained from a circuit simulation, is compared to the frequency 
response of the low-pass filter from equation (43) simulated in Matlab 
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Figure 23: Low-Pass Filter Frequency Response using Matlab 
 
Figure 24: Low-Pass Filter Frequency Response using LTSpice 
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From Figures 23 and 24 it is apparent that the filter responses are almost identical. 
Cutoff frequency of both figures is srad /104
5
0  , which is indicated by a 
dB6 amplitude level. The pass band region is at dB0 level, which indicates unity gain, 
and it includes the resonant frequency of the VBG ( sradx /10428.63
3 ), which is 
approximately six times lower than the attenuation region of the filter. To show flat pass 
band capability, the LPF circuit is simulated with a sinusoidal signal. The frequency of 
the sinusoid is set to kHz1.10  and amplitude to mV100 . After running the simulation the 
following is the output of the LPF 
 
Figure 25: The LPF Time Response 
Although the circuit design precisely matched the Matlab simulation results, 
during implementation the signal levels are not going to be ideal. Taking this into 
account, the values of the LPF filter components are not constant and are subject to 
possible change. 
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The second filter to be designed is a equal component Sallen Key non-resonant 
high-pass filter of Figure 10 
 
Figure 26: Sallen Key High-Pass Filter 
The mathematical representation of the high-pass filter is given in equation (43). 
Its cutoff frequency is given in equation (57) and by using equation (52) the values for 
resistors ( 21 , RR ) and capacitors ( 21 , CC ) can be calculated. The resistors value is taken 
to be  kRR 1021 and after calculating the capacitors value it come out to 
be pFCC 25021  . The rest of the resistors ( 6543 ,,, RRRR ) are given values so the 
overall gain of the filter equals to four, that 
is  kRkRkRkR 10,10,10,29 6543 .  
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To verify that the above values are chosen correctly and filter operates properly, 
its frequency response, obtained from a circuit simulation, is compared to the frequency 
response of the low-pass filter from equation (43) simulated in Matlab 
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Figure 27: Frequency Response of High-Pass Filter using Matlab 
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Figure 28: Frequency Response of a High-Pass Filter using LTSpice 
High-pas filter response of Figure 28 is identical of the one in Figure 27. The 
region of differentiation ends at cutoff frequency srad /104
5
0  and includes the 
operation frequency of the gyroscope ( sradx /104.63
3 ). Important thing to note is 
that the region of differentiation is located below dB0 , therefore, the differentiated signals 
are small in amplitude. Adding to poles to the differentiator (derivative approximation) 
essentially ensures that the system is bounded within certain limits and will not go 
unstable.  
In order to demonstrate the operation of a high-pass filter in time domain, the 
circuit is simulated with the same sinusoidal as it was with a low-pass filter 
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Figure 29: Operation of a High-Pass Filter in Time Domain 
Figure 29 show that high-pass filter essentially attenuates the signals. The input 
sinusoidal has amplitude of 50mV and the output is approximately 5mV. The attenuation 
occurs because the frequency of input sinusoidal is at 10 kHz and this point in frequency 
domain (Figure 28) corresponds to approximately -20dB of attenuation.   
The third and last filter to be designed is a Delyiannis-Friend Band-Pass Filter of 
Figure 11 
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Figure 30: Delyiannis-Friend Band-Pass Filter 
The mathematical representation of the band-pass filter is given in equation (43). 
Its cutoff frequency is given in equation (54) and by using this equation, the values for 
resistors ( 21 , RR ) and capacitors ( 21 , CC ) can be calculated. The resistors value is taken 
to be kRkR 75,10 21  and after calculating the capacitors value it come out to 
be pFCC 12521  . The DC offset resistor 3R  is set to be equal to the input impedance 
of the negative input of the operational amplifier;  kR 103 . 
To verify that the above values are chosen correctly and filter operates properly, 
its frequency response, obtained from a circuit simulation, is compared to the frequency 
response of the low-pass filter from equation (43) simulated in Matlab 
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Figure 31: Frequency Response of a Band-Pass Filter using Matlab 
 
Figure 32: Frequency Response of a Band-Pass Filter using LTSpice 
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The constructed circuit exhibits the same frequency response as the theoretical 
estimation. The operating frequency of the gyroscope is located within the differentiation 
region of the filter, however, the high frequency region, unlike high-pass filter, is 
attenuated at the rate of -20 dB/decade. In order to observe the filter response in time 
domain, it is simulated with the same sinusoidal as with the above two filters 
 
Figure 33: Response of a Band-Pass Filter in Time Domain 
The amplitude of the output of the band-pass filter is higher than the one of the 
high-pass, which is something that should be expected. The band-pass filter is essentially 
acting as a first derivative and, therefore, the rate of differentiation is +20dB/decade. On 
the other hand, the high pass filter is acting as a second derivative and, therefore, it has a 
higher rate of differentiation that is +40dB/decade. The differentiation region, that 
includes the gyroscope operating point, ends at the cutoff frequency of the band-pass 
filter, which also ensures stability.  
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From above results, it is evident that all three filters have the same frequency and 
time responses in both Matlab and LTSpice simulations. Taking into account that during 
implementation the hardware might not respond exactly as predicted in simulations, the 
component values calculated above are not necessarily set in stone. The following 
chapter will show how above simulation results are translated into hardware results to 
produce purely analog advanced controller to control and estimate the rotation rate of the 
vibrating beam gyroscope.  
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CHAPTER IV 
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS 
Active Disturbance Rejection Controller, simulated in Chapter III, was 
implemented, using pure analog circuit, and tested on the vibrating beam gyroscope 
system. The following sections describe in details the hardware set up, implementation of 
driving circuitry, implementation of sensing circuitry, implementation of signal 
conditioning and rotation rate estimation circuits and some of the implementation issues.   
 
 
4.1 Experimental Set-Up 
The ADRC control system was implemented on the Vibrating Beam Gyroscope. 
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Figure 34: Vibrating Beam Gyroscope 
Vibrating Beam Gyroscope consists of a 40 centimeter rectangular beam with 
piezoelectric material (PZT) attached to all four sides of the beam. The piezoelectric 
material is able to act as an actuator or a sensor, depending upon the polarity of the 
applied voltage. From Figure 34, the piezoelectric material on the front and back of the 
beam represent the actuation and sensing mode of the drive axis. The piezoelectric 
material on the right and left sides of the beam represent the actuation and sensing mode 
of the sense axis. The Z-Axis or the axis of rotation is going through top and bottom of 
the beam with the entire structure rotating around it.  
To simulate rotation the Numark TTX direct drive turn table was used 
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Figure 35: Numark TTX Direct Drive Turn Table 
The turn table has three constant speeds setting of 33.3, 45 and 78 RPM and a 
50 % Velocity change slider. Therefore, the maximum range of rotation is from 0 RPM 
to 117 RPM in clockwise and counter-clockwise directions.  
To simulate the input rotation rate signal, the gyroscope is place on top of the turn 
table. During integration it is important to make sure that the center of the beam, looking 
from the top, is right above the center of the turn table. After the integration and wiring 
the system set-up is 
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Figure 36: Turn Table with Vibrating Beam Gyroscope 
The gyroscope signal wires were connected to the ADRC controller and rotation 
rate approximation circuitry. Depending on the speed setting, each iteration was tested for 
30 to 60 seconds, to capture both, the transient and the steady state of rotation rate 
approximation response. The following chapters describe the controller and rotation rate 
approximation hardware results. 
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4.2 Analog Circuit Implementation 
Combining the theoretical derivations and simulation results presented so far, the 
analog hardware implementation of ADRC on drive and sense axis is presented next. 
Main issues of analog ADRC implementation and rotation rate approximation technique 
are also included. 
4.2.1 Driving and Sensing Mode Implementation 
The driving and sensing mode control loops of Figure 12 and 13 were 
implemented using the simulated circuits from Chapters III and IV. The circuits were 
constructed on a bread board for verification purposes and then designed using a layout 
EAGLE CAD tool 
 
 
Figure 37: Drive and Sense Axis ADRC Bread Board 
During implementation, there were two main issues with analog ADRC design: 
Signal integrity and the noise induced during operation. Signal integrity effects response 
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time of the system as well as systems accuracy. Since the entire design is done using 
active analog circuitry and the signals are in kHz range, it is important to make sure that 
the components, like operational amplifiers, do not introduce lags or phase delays and 
become limiting factors in the system. In order to avoid that, the high slew rate and high 
bandwidth Analog Device AD746 operational amplifier was chosen for the design. Its 
slew rate is sV /75  and the operational bandwidth is 13 MHz, which means that the 
signal is essentially passing through the amplifier instantaneously and its bandwidth is 
well within the bandwidth of the operational amplifier. On the other hand, system 
accuracy depends on both controller design and components used to realize the design. 
One important design requirement of analog ADRC is that intermediate signals must not 
be saturated. For example, if at least one signal produced by a controller and especially 
control signal is saturated (could be the output of a filter or a control signal), then the 
tracking accuracy is greatly degraded. In this case the signal saturation simply means the 
loss of the information in a control loop, which leads to the error in a process of rotation 
rate approximation. By choosing high tolerance, high operational voltage and bandwidth 
components in combination with good and accurate analog circuit design, these issues 
can be avoided.  
The introduction of noise during implementation is an inevitable issue that any 
system has. The noise can come from many different sources, such as bread board (since 
the initial design is done using a bread board), long wires with high speed signals going 
through them, poor circuit design and low tolerance components, poorly tuned controller, 
e.t.c. To eliminate most of these issues, we transformed bread board design to a next level 
by designing and ordering a Printed Circuit Board (PCB). PCB in combination with the 
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accurate circuit design and choosing high tolerance components provided a huge boost in 
performance and help creating low noise system.   
The following figures represent the hardware results produced by an analog 
ADRC controller implemented for a vibrating beam gyroscope. The Hewllet Packard 
signal generator was used as a reference signal source producing a sinusoidal at 10kHz 
with an amplitude of mV100 . The circuit is powered up using Hewllet Packard bipolar 
DC voltage source at V16 for maximum operational amplifier performance possibility. 
The first hardware results is the input and output of the Drive Axis shown in Figure 38 
 
Figure 38: Input and Output of Drive Axis 
From Figure 38, the output of Drive Axis is almost identical to the desired 
reference input signal, with amplitude being constant at mV100 and frequency being 
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the resonant frequency of the drive axis kHzx 1.10 . To see how fast the drive axis 
output reaches its steady state, the snap shot of the transient response was taken 
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Figure 39: Transient Response of Drive Axis 
From Figure 39, the response time of the drive axis output can be approximated to 
be s3 . Such high performance is one of the main features of the analog ADRC 
implementation for this design. 
As it was mentioned above, it is important to make sure that the control signal of 
drive axis is not saturated. The next figure shows the control signal of the drive axis 
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Figure 40: Control Signal of Drive Axis 
From Figure 40 it is evident that the control signal of drive axis is a sinusoidal 
with constant amplitude and frequency.  
The next figures represent the hardware results of sense axis produced by an 
analog ADRC controller implemented for a vibrating beam gyroscope. The Hewllet 
Packard signal generator was used as a reference signal source producing a constant zero 
volts signal. The circuit is powered up using Hewllet Packard bipolar DC voltage source 
at V16 for maximum operational amplifier performance possibility. 
The first figure shows the output signal of the sense axis 
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Figure 41: Output of Sense Axis 
From Figure 41, the output of sense axis can be considered to be zero. The 
vibration is the signal represents the small high frequency noise added to a signal. The 
average amplitude of the noise is approximately V31 , therefore, the output of sense 
axis for purposes of this project can be considered to be zero. Since the output of sense 
axis does not have to “reach” any particular value other then zero, its transient time can 
be considered to be zero, since it was impossible to determine. On the other hand, making 
sure that the control signal of the sense axis is not saturated is very important, since it 
contain the rotation rate information. Next figure shows the control signal of sense axis 
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Figure 42: Control Signal of Sense Axis 
Figure 42 shows a control signal of sense axis that is a sinusoidal and is not 
saturated. Although the amplitude of the control signal is relatively small, during rotation 
rate approximation, it can be easily amplified for further processing. Also, from Figure 42 
it is shown that the response contains a small DC bias. The DC bias exist in the output 
since the response is a combination of sinusoidal signals and since they are multiplied, 
the small DC bias is a portion of the result. It is undesirable feature and, therefore, will be 
eliminated in a signal processing stage of the design.  
The following subsection will in details describe the design of the signal 
conditioning and demodulation portion of the sensor development. 
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4.2.2 Signal Conditioning and Demodulation Circuit Hardware Results 
The final part of the Vibrating Beam Gyroscope design is to be able to correctly 
approximate rotation rate. As it was mentioned above, in order to achieve that the control 
signal of the sense axis is demodulated and then processed to obtain the rotation rate. In 
Chpater II the mathematical derivation was performed and by combining equations 9 
through 13, a simple block diagram of rotation rate approximation process is obtained 
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Figure 43: Rotation Rate Approximation Block Diagram 
The block diagram of Figure 43 can be broken into three parts during 
implementation: multiplication, low-pass filtering, and signal conditioning. To verify that 
each part is operating properly, each circuit is designed and verified separately and then 
all three circuits are integrated together.  
In order to multiply two analog signals, AD633 analog multiplier chip was used. 
The reason for choosing this particular multiplier is that it has a wide operating range and 
contains internal division circuit, which attenuates multiplication result ten times. This 
feature is very important, since it allows larger signals to be multiplied without getting 
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into saturation. At the same time, this feature is undesirable since the resulting signal is 
ten times smaller than what’s expected. Hence, ten times amplification is required during 
signal conditioning to obtain correct results. 
The low-pass filter design is exactly the same as the one for the controller, except 
for the cutoff frequency 
 
Figure 44: Low-Pass Filter for Demodulation Circuit 
From equation (13), the low pass filter has to filter out first two terms and leave 
the remaining rotation rate signal. The frequency of the first two terms is kHzx 2.202  . 
The accepted rule of thumb is that the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter should be 
approximately a decade below the frequency it is trying to filter out. With this in mind 
the cutoff frequency of the filter was chosen to be 500Hz. To achieve that, the circuit 
parameters are chosen to be 
nFCCkHzRR 8.31,10 2121   (59) 
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The frequency response of the filter is as shown below 
 
Figure 45: Frequency Response of the Demodulation LPF 
The frequency response shows that the filter provides a little bit over 40 dB of 
attenuation at 20 kHz, which should be sufficient to eliminate double frequency 
components of equation (13). To proof the correctness of the claim, the circuit is 
simulated with a sinusoidal signal at 20 kHz frequency 
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Figure 46: Time Response of the Demodulation LPF 
Figure 46 shows how low-pass filter eliminates the double frequency components 
from equation (13), leaving only a nano-volts DC bias that can be considered to be zero. 
The last part of the design is elimination of the DC bias and gains that were added 
to the rotation rate signal during demodulation process. In order to achieve that, the op-
amp gain circuit of Figure 8 is designed with addition of an input capacitor. The value for 
a capacitor is purposely chosen to be larger, so it only acts as a DC blocking component.  
After integrating all of the circuits discussed in the previous two chapters, the 
system was tested with the turn table. The input speed was in the range of 0 to 117 RPM 
resulting in 22 different set points. The relationship between the input rotation rate and 
the output voltage is crucial, since it determines the calibration curve for determining 
rotation rates other than the tested set points. The plot of input rotation rate versus the 
measured voltage is 
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Figure 47: Rotation Rate vs Measured Voltage 
Following figures show the measured voltage of a certain rotation rate input. The 
first figure is the measured voltage with rotation rate of 0 RPM 
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Figure 48: Measured Voltage at 0 RPM 
Next, the rotation rate was set to 16.7 RPM 
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Figure 49: Measured Voltage at 16.7 RPM 
Next figure is the measured voltage at 33.3 RPM 
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Figure 50: Measured Voltage at 33.3 RPM 
Next figure is the measured voltage at 50 RPM 
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Figure 51: Measured Voltage at 50 RPM 
All three figures show a very fast response to the rotation rate input and it is 
approximately equal to s10 . The fast response time is one of the main features of this 
design and is a main attribute of high-performance.  
The other important feature is that the relationship between rotation rate and the 
measured voltage is very linear resulting in the linear equation 
9105.00664.1  xy  (60) 
These results are extremely positive and lead to the following conclusions. The 
sensor was able to successfully approximate rotation rate up to 117 RPM. The only 
reason measurement of higher RPM were not tested is because the maximum speed of the 
turn table is 117 RPM. This means that in order to determine the maximum rotation rate 
that this sensor can sense is unknown and yet to be determined with more sophisticated 
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hardware test set-up. Knowing the limits of the sensor allows us to compare current 
design with existing products in industry. The results that are presented in Figure 47 are 
already better than the existing MEMS gyroscope from companies like Analog Device. 
The gyroscope from Analog Device (ADXR300) can sense rotation rate up to 50 RPM 
with response time of 35 ms, but it essentially operates in open loop. The vibrating beam 
gyroscope controlled by an analog ADRC has response time of us10 with ability to sense 
rotation rate up to 117 RPM, so far. 
On the other hand, the measured voltage has a very linear relationship with input 
rotation rate. This means that the addition of a closed loop control system minimizes the 
drift and other nonlinearities that are generally big issues in MEMS gyroscope industry. 
Linear relationship allows us to design and build a very simple Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) for further processing and use depending on the application. For example, for 
purposes of demonstration, equation (60) was programmed into a dsPIC micro-processor, 
which in turn was interfaced with an LCD display. Hence, during testing the rotation rate 
could be seen as a number as oppose to waveform on the oscilloscope. However, for 
more sophisticated applications, the rotation rate signal (or equation (60)) becomes a 
control signal of an actuator for particular operation or a feedback for a bigger system.  
Next chapter provides concluding remarks and will talk about future work.  
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this research was to develop a high-performance and low-cost 
MEMS gyroscope using advanced closed loop control system. By designing and 
implementing analog ADRC both above requirements were satisfied. Analog ADRC 
provides the fastest response time possible (because the circuit is analog), eliminates both 
internal and external disturbances, and increases the bandwidth of the gyroscope beyond 
its natural frequency; all of these features constitute to high-performance. On the other 
hand, the overall design is extremely economical, given that the entire design is done 
using pure active and passive analog components. The prototype of the entire system was 
only $28 and it’s only because the components were not purchased at production 
quantities. However, ones the design is fully integrated on the same silicon wafer as the 
mechanical structure and batch fabricated in a clean room, the cost reduction should be 
expected to be 3 to 4 times. 
As it was mentioned before, the purpose of this work is to develop a product with 
novel technology for a broad range of applications. Achieving such a goal requires a set 
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of steps that need to be followed to make sure that the overall resulting product is fully 
available for the market. Fortunately, National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) has developed so called Technology Readiness Level (TRL), which is a measure 
used by US government agencies and many companies world wide to assess the maturity 
of the technology. When a new technology is first invented it is generally not suitable for 
immediate application, instead it goes through extensive experimentation, refinement and 
testing. TRL helps the new technology to get to a new level, which is to be incorporate to 
a system or a large subsystem for an industrial application. The following table shows the 
nine steps of TRL 
TABLE I: TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVEL 
Technology Readiness 
Level 
Description 
1. Basic principles observed 
and reported 
Lowest level of technology readiness. Scientific research 
begins to be translated into applied research and 
development. Example might include paper studies of a 
technology's basic properties. 
2. Technology concept 
and/or application 
formulated 
Invention begins. Once basic principles are observed, 
practical applications can be invented. The application is 
speculative and there is no proof or detailed analysis to 
support the assumption. Examples are still limited to paper 
studies. 
3. Analytical and 
experimental critical 
function and/or 
characteristic proof of 
concept 
Active research and development is initiated. This includes 
analytical studies and laboratory studies to physically 
validate analytical predictions of separate elements of the 
technology. Examples include components that are not yet 
integrated or representative. 
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4. Component and/or 
breadboard validation in 
laboratory environment 
Basic technological components are integrated to establish 
that the pieces will work together. This is relatively "low 
fidelity" compared to the eventual system. Examples 
include integration of 'ad hoc' hardware in a laboratory. 
5. Component and/or 
breadboard validation in 
relevant environment 
Fidelity of breadboard technology increases significantly. 
The basic technological components are integrated with 
reasonably realistic supporting elements so that the 
technology can be tested in a simulated environment. 
Examples include 'high fidelity' laboratory integration of 
components. 
6. System/subsystem model 
or prototype demonstration 
in a relevant environment 
Representative model or prototype system, which is well 
beyond the breadboard tested for TRL 5, is tested in a 
relevant environment. Represents a major step up in a 
technology's demonstrated readiness. Examples include 
testing a prototype in a high fidelity laboratory environment 
or in simulated operational environment. 
7. System prototype 
demonstration in an 
operational environment 
Prototype near or at planned operational system. Represents 
a major step up from TRL 6, requiring the demonstration of 
an actual system prototype in an operational environment, 
such as in an aircraft, vehicle or space. Examples include 
testing the prototype in a test bed aircraft. 
8. Actual system completed 
and 'flight qualified' 
through test and 
demonstration 
Technology has been proven to work in its final form and 
under expected conditions. In almost all cases, this TRL 
represents the end of true system development. Examples 
include developmental test and evaluation of the system in 
its intended weapon system to determine if it meets design 
specifications. 
9. Actual system 'flight 
proven' through successful 
mission operations 
Actual application of the technology in its final form and 
under mission conditions, such as those encountered in 
operational test and evaluation. In almost all cases, this is 
the end of the last "bug fixing" aspects of true system 
development. Examples include using the system under 
operational mission conditions. 
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Next, we show how following the TRL steps lead us to very promising results, 
starting with step one. In step one the application of advanced controller for VBG 
gyroscope was started with an extensive literature review in both ADRC and MEMS 
gyroscopes areas. In step two, the literature review led to an understanding and 
formulation of a problem that MEMS industry currently faces as well as understanding 
the main application where a new product can be successfully used. In step three, the 
ADRC was reformulated and transferred into transfer function representation for analog 
implementation. Extensive simulations proved the theoretical claims and prepared the 
controller and the system to be integrated using hardware. In step four each part of the 
ADRC controller was designed and bread-boarded to make sure that the simulation 
results correspond to hardware results. In step five the advanced controller was fully 
integrated together with the VBG gyroscope and test set-up hardware was build for 
extensive testing. In step six, the integrated hardware of TRL5 is tested using turn table in 
the laboratory environment to proof that the simulation result directly correspond to the 
experimental ones.  
Although this work has been completed up to step six, achieving this level 
provides a major step up in a technology readiness. Starting from step seven up to step 
nine would definitely require an industry partner to be able to complete them. The 
industry partner would provide the financial means as well as an application. 
This work, besides achieving high-performance and providing low-cost solution, 
furnishes two novel designs concepts. First, Active Disturbance Rejection Controller can 
now be build using pure analog circuit, which has never been done before. Second, it is 
the first time that the advanced controller has been successfully implemented in hardware 
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to control an inertial rate sensor like gyroscope. This work provides a novel solution to 
applications that require high-performance and low-cost inertial sensors.  
 
    
7.1  Future Research and Work 
 
The future work should include completion of the TRL steps shown in previous 
section. In order to achieve that, the first step is to find an industrial partner that would be 
able to help in development (mainly financial and equipment) of a Micro-Machined 
gyroscope. Once that’s achieved the prototype of the ADRC should be build on a silicon 
wafer and packaged together with the MEMS gyroscope mechanical structure. The fully 
IC integrated and packaged MEMS gyroscope then can be tested. The series of tests 
should determine the operation limits, temperature limits, stability, withstand ability, 
immunity to large external disturbances and so forth. Once the tests are complete the 
device can be used in an actual application and then released for full production.  
Another promising research path can be taken if analog ADRC is implemented for 
MEMS accelerometer. The problem with MEMS accelerometers is quite different, since 
they are already low-cost and are heavily mass-produced. Therefore, the research should 
be focused on finding a very specific application that requires a very high-performance, 
but simple design.   
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